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Abstract. The paper deals with path planning programme for mobile robots. The aim of the paper is to 
develop a path planning programme for mobile robots that is based on simulation software development. The 
results of the careful analysis were considered for optimal path planning algorithms. The experimental evidence 
was proposed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm for steady covered space. The results described 
in this work can be extended in a number of directions, and applied to other algorithms. 
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Introduction 
In order to achieve the wide range of the robotic application it is necessary to provide iterative 
motions among points of the goals. For instance, in the industry mobile robots can replace any 
components between a storehouse and an assembly department. Ammunition replacement is 
widely used in military services. Working place is possible in ports, airports, waste site and 
etc. Mobile robots can be used for monitoring if it is necessary to observe control points in the 
secret place. There are a lot of scenarios where the iterative motion is applied [1]. 
The environment for such mobile robots used is complicated, various, non – structural and 
dynamic by nature. Robots must get rid of the obstacles which are different in size, form, 
location and can appear or disappear at any time. At that time avoiding the obstacles the 
possible of collision risk, sensor information and movement planning imprecision, error 
location and uneven surface are always foreseen. Robot can be damaged, trapped or embed in 
any construction etc. Environmental imprecision is always very hazardous for mobile robots 
[2]. 
At the same time the effective utilization is required from robots. Robots should work as 
much as possible and fast and safely [1, 3, 4]. Although the safety of people and the place of 
their living is primary and the same can be said about the safety of robots as well.  
Algorithms for motion planning have proved themselves as optimal methods in this planning. 
The best conditions are normally measured with a distance. But it is possible to measure the 
conditions mentioned differently. For instance, in order to find safe ways space robots take 
into consideration surface, roughness and slope. However, the effectiveness of complex, 
dynamic and partly unknown spaces was not investigated for a long time. Nowadays, it is 
little research in the choice of motion planning in the dynamic conditions. Approaches [5, 6, 
7] admit that environmental structure is known as a priori. In source [8] it is admittable that 
unknown environment is static and unchangeable during some period of time. Source [9] 
reflects uncertainty except the two previous statements. 
Commonly, in order to work out any motion planning system which is used mobile robotic 
platform and it is necessary to do the following tasks: 
 to familiarize with the essence of motion planning task i.e. to observe the algorithm of 
classical and modern planning; 
 to identify the advantages and  disadvantages of the algorithm; 
 to select the most relevant algorithm; 
 to work out system design. 
The representation of working area for the robot can vary from continuous geometrical 
behavior to approved decomposition of topological maps. The first step for any motion 
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planning system is permanent environmental model transformation in the map relevant to the 
motion planning algorithm chosen if it is possible. The motion planning distinguishes due to 
the influence on the discrete decomposition. The three basic decomposition strategies can be 
mentioned [1]: 
 Motion maps: to show the package of motion in free space; 
 Unit decomposition: to distinguish empty from occupied units; 
 Potential field: robot reaches the target unit if it follows the least resistance direction. That 
function is sometimes called as navigation function if additional conditions are added. 
Then some motion planning algorithms can be briefly envisaged i.e. RRT and RRT*. 
 
Goals 
According to the mentioned above statement to compare RRT and RRT* algorithms by 
means of simulation is becoming rather interesting. 
The aim of the research paper is to analyse motion planning algorithms that contain the design 
of modelling programme. The programme is needed as environment modelling to obtain the 
simulation data. The programme product is based on RRT algorithm. The simulation data 
give the possibility to conduct the wide analyses for selected algorithm. Analysis means the 
simulation data interpretation and comparison with other data obtained using the RRT* 
algorithms for motion planning.  
 
Methods 
RRT – in the last decade the motion planning algorithms on the basis of step sample have 
been proved as efficient ones and worked out theoretically as probable definiteness. The 
theoretical limits of these algorithms have not solved so far. It is proved that RRT algorithms 
always converge but do not insure the optimal magnitude. 
RRT* - the algorithm always converges and insures the optimal motion planning. RRT* saves 
asymptotical optimality and holds the tree structure as RRT. Both algorithms are different in 
means of construction of motion planning maps [1, 10]. 
The use in practice and the necessity of it is very connected to autonomous robots that move 
in the space and are able to plan route on their own. One of such robots exiting in our 
everyday life is autonomous vacuum cleaner. Autonomous vacuum cleaners do not usually 
use the motion planning algorithm. They are based on different simple algorithms, for 
example cleaning in a spiral, crossing the premises avoiding the walls and their moving is 
casual after touching the walls. The philosophy of this design was proposed by the scientists 
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Robots must be like insects having primitive 
controlling devices aimed at the environment.  As a result, an autonomous vacuum cleaner is 
very effective in cleaning premises, but much more time is required for them as compared 
with work made by a person. There is a drawback, the autonomous vacuum cleaner tidies one 
and the same places many times but other places are cleaned only once. The use of motion 
planning algorithms can raise the effectiveness of an autonomous vacuum cleaner.  
 
Assumptions 
In order to fulfill the aim of the research paper the following conditions are introduced for: 
 premises where an object moves; 
 robot (or object) moves around the premises; 
 path the robot moves on in the premises. 
The premises are presented as two – dimensional plane. The plane of premises is equally 
divided into the checks. The check dimensions are equal to robot dimension that moves in the 
premises. The robot moves only one check forward and back. During one motion the object 
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can move to the one check from empty eight ones (eight checks around one check) paying 
attention to that check is not occupied by the obstacle. 
RRT algorithm is introduced to the programme product as the only one which calculates the 
motion planning task (fully covers all empty space). 
 
Fig.1. Density of the covering (a – for RRT; b – for RRT*; and where a red line is 
longitudinal section) 
 
The results were compared with RRT* algorithm data. In order to receive the data based on 
RRT* algorithm, the new programme product was not developed from the very beginning but 
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an open source programme was extended and coded in C programming language. The 
changes had to be made because the programme calculated the path of motion planning 
between two points.  After the first section which is the only the programme did not continue 
the motion planning i.e. to choose the next point freely from empty points (with the way 
covered or obstacle). A drawback of the programme (taking into account the requirements 
claimed before) was successfully kept away extending the programme code. 
 
Fig.2. Density of the covering in longitudinal sections  
(see Fig.1; a – for RRT; b – for RRT*) 
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In this research paper both algorithms were compared practically using and combining 
different placement of obstacles in the unchangeable two-dimensional space. All the results 
were obtained on one and the same computer (2.66 GHz processor and 2GB RAM), operating 
systems (Microsoft Windows XP or Ubuntu 10.10 Linux were used). The following 
information was collected about: 
 the number of covering for each check; 
 the time which was necessary for both algorithms to plan the route. 
The given illustrations show the density of the covering (how often a robot covers each 
check), but the cutting is demonstrated with a red line on a definite axis (Fig.1 and 2). 
 
Results 
Different coverings of the premises using RRT and RRT* algorithms in the identical 
conditions are shown in the research paper. The measure of the premises during simulation 
was not changed (100 x 100 checks) but the dimensions, placement and the number of 
obstacles in the premises were changed.  The simplest case is when the premises do not 
contain any obstacles i.e. completely empty. So, for example the simulation was done in the 
empty premises using the both algorithms. This process was repeated several times. It is very 
important to stress that the principle of previously mentioned process was used for the 
placement of any obstacles in the premises i.e. not only in the case of utterly empty premises. 
The simulation data were calculated as average ratio to the number of simulation repetition. 
During each simulation the following characteristics were calculated: 
 the number of initial empty checks; 
 the time which was necessary to plan the route to cover the whole premises; 
 the total number of steps taking into account the facts that a robot can move one and the 
same check several times. 
 
Table 1. 
Some typical comparison values between RRT and RRT* 
Number of 
free checks 
tmp_RRT 
(where tmp - 
period of 
time of 
motion 
planning) 
NRRT 
(where N - 
number of 
steps) 
tmp_RRT* 
(where tmp - 
period of 
time of 
motion 
planning) 
NRRT* 
(where N - 
number of 
steps) 
tmp_RRT*/tmp_RRT Np (%) 
(where Np - 
least 
number of 
steps for 
RRT*) 
10201 185 32303 1020 31782 5.51 1.62 
7800 170 26064 600 4283 3.53 6.83 
4582 172 14147 960 12761 5.58 9.90 
5191 180 12596 1000 10829 5.56 14.03 
5510 180 11441 840 9681 4.67 15.38 
 
Periods of time of motion planning for RRT and RRT* algorithms were compared (i.e. RRT* 
period of time were divided with RRT interval of time). The results of division were between 
3.53 and 5.58 times for different placements of obstacles. It means that motion planning for 
RRT algorithm is 6.14 times faster at least. It is very important to stress that periods of time of 
motion planning were between 3 and 15 minutes (15 minutes applies to RRT*). Route was 
planned better with RRT* in comparison with RRT and premises were covered more 
regularly that was observed from Surface diagram. RRT* showed the better results than RRT 
did in case the number of occupied checks were increased. The least number of steps was 
needed in the case of RRT*, i.e. between 1.62% and 15.38% least number of steps. It is very 
important to stress that the number of steps was oscillated between 9681 and 32303. The total 
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period of time for route can be between 9681 and 32303 s (2.69 and 8.97 hours) if considering 
that real robot performs 1 step a second (Table 1). 
 
Conclusion 
The period of time for route is bigger than period of time for motion planning and it restricts 
all the process. The period of time for route planning can be decreased if computational power 
is increased. That is why the effectiveness of robot depends on effectiveness of rout planning, 
i.e. from the number of steps. The using of RRT* can improve real robot effectiveness from 
1.67% to 15.38%. It is very important to stress that effectiveness of process is strongly 
connected to energy saving and it is possible to prove that 15.38% of electric power can be 
saved. 
Both algorithms can be successfully used in the requirements of autonomous tasks for robots, 
military technology and dynamic games. 
Therefore, it is possible to use motion planning algorithms in other fields of studies which are 
out of rout planning.  
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